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UNFAVORABLE on HOUSE BILL 961 

Health and Government Operations 

 

Delegates Taveras, Acevero, Bhandari, Boafo, Charkoudian, Hill, Ivey, Lehman, J. Long, Mireku–

North, Ruff, and Wilkins  
 

Dear Senators of E, E & E, 

The tone-deafness of the sponsors of this bill combined with the utter selfishness and pandering 

to peoples from the sponsors’ own 3rd -world countries seen in HB0961 is astounding and 

rapacious. 

 

DESTROYED ECONOMY & PROSPECTTS 

The sponsors and proponents of this bill from HGO and the wider body across the avenue aim 

for festering a locust-like attack on the land.  The House GOP made it clear that this bill is 

unwanted.  Their amendments, both declined by their tone-deaf  colleagues, aims to guide these 

new hordes to the limited resources of Maryland’s foodstuffs, benefits and opportunity.  

LEGAL Marylanders are struggling.  The Maryland budget is wildly malapportioned in a time 

of need for lawful Maryland residents.  What economy and job opportunities are House Dems 

looking at?! Do you see how LAWFUL American CITIZENS are struggling?!?  Maryland 

residents (which include legal immigrants from Africa, China and other countries) have, in 

recent years, told hearing room after hearing room in both Legislative Chambers that there are 

processes for living in America and Maryland.  There are legal processes for obtaining the 

benefits which White Americans pay into that illegals have not paid a (net) dime into.  

There are millions of struggling Marylanders who have played by the rules, planned, scrimped, 

struggled… who have DIY’d their own homes, car repairs, clothes, and lives.  They did this  

amid the ever-increasing, invading hordes of illegals wrecking our job opportunities, economies 

and futures.  The sponsor, an insolent Delegate Taveras (recently seen attempting to posture 

against House Judiciary Chair in his hearing room), and other foreign-lander delegates have 

brought UN-American bills – like this one - aiming to defecate on the generosity of everkind 

Marylanders’.  This exemplifies a hatred of the people born here to two American citizen 

parents. 

 

ELON MUSK SEES WHAT YOU DON’T 

https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1764351279113867582  Elon Musk thought this tweet was 

worthwhile to watch as Denver is allocating in their budget hundreds of millions of dollars to 

ravenous, invading freeloaders without even calculating how such bills will deplete their entire 

municipal budget.  The mayors of gigantic New York City and Chicago have testified to the 

same municipal shortfalls due to violent and rapacious invaders.  A spirit of supporting an 

endless stream of freeloaders unleashed upon society by the Biden Administration’s 12 million+  

UN-Americans is a malignant pox on working and retired Americans suffering economic 

depression through state giveaways, the purposeful depletion of oil reserves, destruction of 
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infrastructure & supply chain, and the promotion of fentanyl and drugs coming from the 

Southern Border. 

 

ANTI-WHITE, ANTI-AMERICAN BILL LANGUAGE 

Giving to people who haven’t invested anything more than an interest in leaching off of 

Americans and Marylanders, not even so much as an effort to engage our naturalization 

process--- THAT is what this bill promotes:: 

 

“NEW AMERICAN MEANS AN INDIVIDUAL WHO IS A RESIDENT OF MARYLAND 
WHOSE COUNTRY OF ORIGIN IS A COUNTRY OTHER THAN THE UNITED 
STATES; AND WHO IS NOT A CITIZEN OF THE UNITED STATES” 
 

I am always offput by the various delegates from points outside of America who have no 

compunction to both::   

(1) Denigrate the system that White America created in Maryland and these United States;  

while 

(2) AT THE SAME TIME sucking at the teat and steering illegals toward the eventual 

destruction of both Maryland and America as First-world sovereign states. 

 

SOVEREIGNTY EXISTS WHETHER YOU AGREE OR NOT 

Imagine this body’s hypocrisy regarding HB0961.  Telling Western Maryland lawmakers – like 

Delegate Jason Buckel – a few years ago that they were unpatriotic, acted wrongfully, and their 

counties can’t secede from a Maryland that aims to impoverish those (largely White) areas of 

Maryland; which denies them equal access to the largesse of Annapolis and D.C. matching 

funds; and which ignores their counties’ culture, morality, and commonsense endemic to 

Maryland’s more rural, hardworking, lawful and productive farming areas. 

 

Yet the sometimes thieving, always invading, occasionally murderous (the murder of Laken 

Riley) UN-American illegals arriving in hordes are welcomed by Maryland’s Lutheran Relief 

Services; the thieving USCCB, as evidenced by the Archdiocese’s lobbyist arm, Maryland 

Catholic Conference; CASA de Maryland’s shameless operatives promoting illegal 

immigration; and various jewish entities in Maryland. For them, Delegate Deni Taveras and a 

handful of others (not originally from America) created a bill to give away America to non-

Americans. 
 

Senators, I ask you to show these delegates sponsoring HB0961 that they should hang their 

heads in shame.  The nature of what brought HB0961 – illegal and parasitic anti-White, anti-

American sentiment - is disgusting.   I URGE an unfavorable for this bill and its giveaways 

from lawful inhabitants of America to those who haven’t invested one thing in America except 

a greed to steal and destroy. 

 

humbly 

~vince 


